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LEADER Workshops, June 2014 

Summary of discussion points 

 

 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

In June, Defra held four regional workshops with prospective LEADER Local Action 

Groups. These were designed to help prospective groups develop their Local 

Development Strategies.  

 

The workshops followed the same format: a main presentation followed by a series of 

breakout sessions, where attendees had the opportunity to discuss key issues on the 

following themes (voted for in advance by groups themselves): 

 

 Achieving the Jobs and Growth Agenda 

 Working with the land based sector 

 Working with rural tourism businesses 

 

Discussion points raised by attendees during the breakout session have been summarised 

below. These summaries do not constitute Defra policy or advice. They are a 

reflection of points discussed by prospective LEADER groups on the day only.  

 

 

WORKSHOP PAPERS 

 

Papers from the workshops have been included on the LEADER Workshop webpage here: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/leader-local-development-strategy-workshop-

material 

 

They include: 

 An agenda 

 Main presentation slides 

 A LEADER Workshops Hand-out which was used to help facilitate discussion 

during the workshops’ breakout sessions.   

 

Defra has since published a Q&A update informed by and in response to discussion at the 

workshops. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/leader-local-development-strategy-workshop-material
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/leader-local-development-strategy-workshop-material
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/325707/LEADER_Workshop_Addlestone_27_June_2014.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/325338/LEADER_Workshops_main_presentation_June_2014.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/325709/LEADER_handouts_Peter_Bris_Wey__v2.0_2306.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/333011/QA_Update_6__21_July_.pdf
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BREAKOUT SESSION DISCUSSION POINTS 

 

WORKING WITH THE LAND-BASED SECTOR 

 

KEY DISCUSSION POINTS MADE: 

 

Farming specific  

 Farming productivity has stagnated in recent years so we are trying to use RDP funds as a 

catalyst for growth; to leverage in investment and support businesses to improve 

performance and competitiveness    

 Growth is possible, although job creation will not be a strong focus for farming productivity 

projects because on the whole efficiency improvements may lead to job reductions.  

 The LDS strategy should look to reflect needs at a local level as well as national policies. 

Groups should consider how they can support and facilitate delivery of FFPS at the local 

level, working alongside their LAG offer.   

 

Projects  

 The range of measures in the Rural Development Regulation mean that LEADER groups 

can support farm businesses to invest in physical assets (equipment and infrastructure), 

cooperate, and diversify into other agricultural or non-agricultural activity. 

 Investment in standard equipment for your locality should not be considered. To achieve 

improved productivity, jobs and growth investment must be made in equipment or 

infrastructure which has an element of innovation or takes a business above standard 

performance. Some businesses are seeking to modernise to ensure they can continue 

running effectively which might require investment in standard agricultural equipment; this 

might be fundable if it helps the business contribute towards other LEADER objectives – for 

example to maintain a local landscape or local heritage. But helping businesses to operate 

at a standard level or remain viable will not deliver against overall productivity goals for the 

industry. Focusing on ‘above standard’ investments will also help you to prioritise your 

spend if demand far outweighs your available funding – you therefore need to consider your 

offer to this sector carefully and manage expectations accordingly. 

 Farm diversification projects, although not generally strong in delivering results on farm 

productivity, can be supported as an additional income that can enhance resilience. 

 There isn’t necessarily a correlation between the size of farms and their performance – 

don’t assume larger businesses are always highly successful and that small family 

businesses don’t have growth potential. It is not about the size of farms you support, but 

getting best value for money.  

 Funding must be offered on an equitable and transparent basis to different types of 

businesses and therefore LAGs should consider how they can manage expectations 

around the amount of LEADER funding that might be available to farmers.  

 On the environmental side, Defra are investing money through NELMs for biodiversity in 

farms.   However support for resource management (e.g. more efficient use of water, 

pesticides or energy) or nutrient management can all increase productivity and deliver 

environmental outcomes and could be fundable under LEADER or FFPS. 

 

 

Engaging farmers 

 It can be hard to engage with some farmers and achieving cooperation between farmers 
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can also be challenging. NFU and CFA can be helpful in drawing in farm businesses and 

they have networks of local contacts. Councillors who are also farmers are also particularly 

useful LAG members.  

 A good example was raised of having an additional county level area LAG meeting to cover 

a number of LAG’s meetings. This could make it easier for NFU County Advisors to attend.  

 Go out and proactively speak with farmers at events, shows and meetings that they attend 

anyway. Farmers often attend awareness raising events run by accountants, land agents 

and solicitors, as well as NE/FC partner meetings.  Use existing communications routes 

such as regular NFU bulletins to their members.  

 Consider holding farm focus workshops to find out what farmers are more interested in, for 

example diversification, particular equipment or cooperation.   

 

Forestry specific  

 The forestry sector is very fragmented, under-skilled and undercapitalised. It tends to focus 

on softwoods.  

 LEADER could play an important role, particularly in encouraging collaboration (for 

example around storage facilities). 

 Unlike farming activity, forestry projects can be job rich. 

 You can see a scale of return on forestry projects and woodland demand is high. However, 

there is disconnect between supply and demand. Local knowledge is important for 

understanding the market demand – i.e., if a school or community amenity will be installing 

a biomass system, this could increase local demand. 

 

Issues and opportunities   

 A number of local woodlands are funded by managers outside of the area.  

 Many woodlanders are farmers who have dormant woodland.  Young Farmers could have 

an important role to play here to maximise the economic benefits of these areas of land and 

improve the outputs of forestry. 

 Often the way in which the land is managed could also bring benefits to the tourism 

industry. 

 

Engaging the forestry sector 

 The average forestry business is poorly connected. ConFor is a useful organisation to bring 

together foresters. 

 There is a need to bring together the local professional advisers to work collaboratively so 

that farmers can be advised as to how they can make money from their woodland.  

 

General 

FFPS 

 FFPS has a smaller budget than schemes like FFIS or REG in the previous programme. It 

will focus strongly on training/advice schemes and larger integrated projects that bring 

businesses together in collaboration at a national level to deliver national policy priorities. 

These are areas that won’t be covered by LEADER. The overlap is where there is grant 

funding for equipment and infrastructure.  

 Defra are still developing grant funding in FFPS, which involves prioritising a relatively small 

budget. It won’t be possible to achieve a fixed demarcation between FFPS and LEADER 

because Defra doesn’t want to prevent LEADER groups from taking up some of the most 

beneficial options / activity included in FFPS. Prospective groups shouldn’t feel that they 
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need to rule anything out of the LDS because it might be covered by national schemes. For 

now LEADER groups are welcome to use the outline FFPS information as a guide or set 

their own priorities and Defra will provide further information on FFPS in due course.   

 

Working with LEPS and local authorities 

 As LEP strategies have identified opportunities for economic growth and job creation 

across their respective area, Defra would expect LDSs to link to wider LEP strategies. It 

was recognised that LEADER should be driven from the bottom-up. 

 Groups may consider approaching local LEPs to suggest they procure bespoke business 

support projects in their area. If a LAG chooses to do this, they could consider providing the 

LEP with evidence to show there is a gap, what they propose could fill this gap and why it 

requires public funding.  

 Each LDS needs to fit with its locality, including local planning rules etc. 

 

Other 

 The LAG must include partners from different sections of the local community, including the 

public and private sector, with no single interest group having more than 49% of voting 

rights. It was suggested that private stakeholder groups such as NFU, CLA partners are a 

valuable addition on the LAG board, as they can cascade information to their members.  It 

is very important to have the right members and experience on LAG board(s) and it 

necessary to regularly review this membership. 

 Defra are interested in monitoring the wider benefits (above minimum output indicators 

required by the regulation). So, if LAGs are able to monitor over the longer-term the outputs 

or multiplier effects of a project, then they should discuss with Defra the best way of 

achieving this.    
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WORKING WITH RURAL TOURISM BUSINESSES 

 

KEY DISCUSSION POINTS MADE 

DMOs 

 It is important that LAGs initiate discussions with DMOs and LEPs and ask whether there is 

a destination management plan in place. If not, suggest that one could be drawn up. Where 

DMOs are less approachable or there is no suitable DMP, LAGs may wish to approach 

their local RDT contact to see if they can help facilitate discussions.   

 Check the main driver in each DMO, to ensure consistency and provide evidence in support 

of your LDS. When a number of DMOs cover your LAG boundary, choose the elements of 

all the DMOs that complement your LDS.  

 You could consider having a DMO representative sit on the LAG Board. It is useful for 

projects to be supported by the local DMO. Use DMOs to identify gaps and trends in your 

area. 

 Information on DMOs is available on the corporate pages of the Visit England website: 

http://www.visitengland.org/england-tourism-industry/DestinationManagersResources/  

 

LEP/LAG issues 

 There is concern over LEP/LAG engagement with regard to tourism and how the LAG can 

help. We are engaging with the LEPs Rural Tourism subgroup on this; however the shared 

destination approach is a good starting point.   

 LEPs may not have tourism as a priority, but might still be willing to support tourism projects 

under the LDS. The key point is that discussion takes place when the LDS is agreed and 

that activity is complimentary. LAGs may be able to  influence the LEPs to understand the 

opportunities offered by growing the visitor economy and many LEPs may have some 

element of the tourism theme by default – i.e., local food chain development could have a 

tourism link.   

 There are larger strategic themes (such as Broadband coverage, public transport, road 

network) which LEPs could be funding which could help have a real knock on effect on the 

visitor economy in creating jobs and growth.   

 

Eligibility issues (including accommodation) 

 The tourism offer must meet the needs of the destination. 

 Clarity is needed on eligibility issues, for example around supporting 4 star and above and 

what accreditation criteria Defra are using.   

 Suggested that LEADER look at new transport related projects – which might create some 

new opportunities for tourism projects – i.e. cycle-friendly accommodation along new cycle 

routes.   

 LAGs could usefully look at research issued by Visit England to provide evidence in support 

of their proposals and show awareness in the LDS of future opportunities and trends – i.e. 

activity holidays; family holidays; staycations; glamping, etc. 

 LAGs should look at business tourism, i.e. conference venues, corporate event locations, 

etc. as these bring in a lot of money into the areas. 

 Events can be risky – particularly considering when and how to fund them. Do you help to 

kick start the event and then fund further when it is shown to reach a critical mass, or do 

you only fund once it can be shown that it has the ability to reach that critical mass?   

 

Marketing/promotion 

http://www.visitengland.org/england-tourism-industry/DestinationManagersResources/
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 More guidance is needed on what marketing activity is permitted (and what is the difference 

with promotion). There is also an issue around Local Authorities charging small rural 

businesses to join their websites the same as for larger businesses.  It was suggested to 

make the LAs more aware of the importance of improving the destination offer and seeing 

the wider picture i.e. possibly extra growth and spend will balance any loss of income from 

charging small businesses less.  

 

Displacement 

 Potential issues of displacement highlight the need to focus on and evidence the 

opportunities offered by destination planning and be open and transparent in the application 

process 

 Tourism projects need to demonstrate how they link up with other companies in the area to 

help try and ensure that displacement will not be an issue and to promote the destination 

offer.  Tourism is an area where collaboration works better as businesses could attract 

more visitors if they work together. 

 

Outputs/monitoring/post payment evaluation  

 Benefits of tourism projects tend to take a while to materialise and it would be useful to 

capture long terms benefits of projects.  

 Concern was raised about the need to capture additional outputs when entering into the 

RDT IT system (currently ROD) under another measure e.g. tourism outputs when entering 

a project as farm diversification.  Defra are aware of this issue.  

 Groups could consider how to capture the knock on effect that a LEADER funded project 

may have on other LEADER projects or other tourist outlets in the same area.  

 More work is needed on how to capture the successes for Tourism. RDPE Network is going 

to look into whether future Network databases could include a more intelligent search tool.  

 

Other points 

 It is useful to link to wider tourism plans- urban and rural – as this strengthens the rural 

case.  

 LAGs need to make sure applicants are aware of the range of tourism products that could 

be applicable to their area. They are required to evidence need.  

 Place marketing was considered an effective way to promote an area, i.e., The Cotswolds – 

people understand what the Cotswolds offer is.  Prospective groups suggested there may 

be opportunities for LAGs to collaborate in order to undertake some local branding although 

more guidance on what marketing activity is permitted is needed.  

 Networking in the tourism sector is essential.   

 More needs to be done to get tourists who are visiting the main well known tourist 

sites/towns out in to the surrounding area. 

 Groups should consider the role that rural heritage can play in tourism.   

 There is an opportunity for tourism with transnational cooperation.   
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THE JOBS AND GROWTH AGENDA 

 

KEY DISCUSSION POINTS MADE 

Projects  

 LEADER can support a number of types of small/micro business within its eligible area – 

businesses do not need to be land-based/farming or tourism. 

 LAGs should create a network of local intelligence and make potential applicants aware of 

areas of funding and where they can get help. (Social media also has a role here) 

 LEADER applications make businesses think about their business plans and look at their 

cash flows. The application process can sometimes result in a business not completing an 

application as they discover the timing/grant is not suitable. 

 Diversification projects– e.g. a farmer opening a local café - creates jobs and the multiplier 

effects for the wider suppliers/producers can be very positive. Multiplier is helpful for the 

local area – but guidance is needed on how to capture the indirect outputs. Guidance will 

be available in the M&E plan.  

 Do not lose sight of the “small acorns” principle (big projects) may not always be the best. 

Small modestly funded projects can lead to further growth or follow up projects as the 

business and its confidence builds as result of that initial project.  

 Some groups said the spending profile (as in main presentation slide) might lead to the 

temptation to focus on big projects particularly in first year in order to get some significant 

spend out the door.  Although the counter view on this was to be wary of big projects as 

they carried a risk if they did not materialise. It was agreed to always have potential projects 

in the pipeline.  

 With every project there is a question around displacement question.  Projects must 

evidence that there is a gap in the market. 

 

Working with LEPs 

 There will need to be local arrangements to demarcate between LEADER and Growth 

Programme funding and groups asked for a better understanding of how the schemes link 

at a national level.   

 A suggestion was made that groups could consider having a single EOI process with their 

local LEPs, to signpost applicants to the correct grant funding.  This would be subject to the 

development of the business processes for socio-economic schemes.  

 Concern was raised that it can be difficult to engage with LEPs as they have a clear remit to 

create jobs and growth and in some areas the LEPs are looking at supporting larger urban 

industries. However, there is a gap for LEADER to support smaller scale enterprises.  

 It was raised that some sectors, such as land-based and tourism, feel overlooked by some 

LEPs. There is an opportunity for LEADER to address that issue.  

 Some areas have recognised the importance of keeping young people in the area, or 

allowing them to come back after university and targeted project funding appropriately. 

 Concern was raised over the lack of business support available - such as BusinessLink 

 There are larger strategic themes (such as Broadband coverage, public transport, road 

network) which LEPs should/could be funding which could help have a real knock on effect 

creating jobs and growth.   

 

Monitoring and evaluation 

 LAGs have shown a very keen interest in evaluation of LEADER projects and showed 

awareness of the importance of timing when evaluating LEADER interventions. Evaluation 
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must be framed in a way that makes sense and offers value for money. 

 Groups would like more advice on capturing longer term benefits.  

 Social Return on Investment (SROI) is beneficial, particularly when considered at an 

aggregate level.  The RDPE Network is talking with Defra colleagues about evidence and, 

building on previous training, what can be pulled out to help LEADER groups work on this 

at the aggregate level.  

 It is important that the multiplier effect of investment is recognised and there is a need to 

capture longer term impact.   Defra typically will collect this using beneficiary surveys 

carried out by external consultants. It is not something that should be monetised at the 

project level. Understanding it qualitatively is important i.e. what supply chains are 

affected? 

 Some groups have experience of engaging with the local media and asking them to write 

up case studies for them. Creating short films or videos was recognised as an innovative 

idea to showcase LEADER.   

 Some LAGs have systems in place where they contact each ‘closed’ project on a yearly 

basis to monitor success.  However, this data is not fed back to Defra but is used for 

website/internal annual reporting. Defra will generate guidance on this through the M&E 

framework and are looking to feed this into possible options for future ROD/CAPD Design.  

 It was highlighted that micro start-ups often make it through the first year of business. It is 

the 2-3 year hurdle which really demonstrates whether businesses have been successful. 

This is useful for monitoring and evaluation.  

 There is a possibility that the RDPE Network could hold workshops on capturing outputs, 

beyond the normal reporting channels.  

 

 


